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FOREWORD

N EVER has the truth been found. There is not a
truth that is final; all are beginnings leading

towards others far more inclusive. If one can realize
that there is no end, that we climb high towards a
truth, only to reach it and pass on; then one is always
an experimenter growing younger. Hence art becomes
an exciting adventure of pioneering the great unknown
beauties and powers that underlie facts and emotions,
in search for a more embracing life. For art there are
no schools, no crowds; it is an individual quest for
the truth of beauty and all works, such as poems, music
and paintings, are but documents left by a personality as
he blazes a trail towards the simplicity and essence
of beauty.

One feels that this philosophy is dominant in Mr.
Pleissner's work. Although he is one of our younger
artists, his keen knowledge of light, form and air have
enabled him to express, with deep interest, the many
nnotipail moods-of ife:- There is nothing fantaric; or-;

"disturb'i~ing :in' ,he quality'of hi:s piitres. Theyq are ':
calm and reserved, yet there is the forcefulness of
beauty in them that 'make dem ;rnte'esting and lasting.

For the past three years, after his studies at the Art
Students' Leagug, Vr'Piessner has shwn; his pictures
in exhibitions-bof the Corcoran Gallery, -the Philadel-
phia Academy, the Detroit Institute of Arts and the
National Academy of Design. Also he has won a
first and second prize at the National Arts Club. This
is his first one-man exhibition in New York.

TITLES OF PAINTINGS

1. Nocturnal Mysteries

2. Where Big Trout Rise

3. Yellow Cottonwoods

4. The Small Spring

5. West Fork Canyon

6. Corrals of the CM.

7. Breaking the Tie Jam

8. Simpson Lake

9. The Tetons

10. The Heavy Storm

11. Red Buttes

12. Afternoon on the Buffalo River

13. Floating Ties in the Wind River

14. Moonlight in the Badlands

15. Wyoming State Fish Hatchery

16. JK's Fork

17. October in the Poconos
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